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Abstract In Big data analysis, representation of data in different views with respect to visualization for handling 

large scale data. Continuous parallel co-ordinate framework is effective data visualization tool to analyze each 

attribute without any change or update in their values, without change in continues information structures and 

present data in structural orientation based on attributes to handle high amount of data. To present data in multi 

attribute evaluation, traditionally use Similarity Measure Centered with Multi Viewpoint (SMCMV) approach and 

related clustering approaches to represent data based on multi view data visualization procedure with different 

attributes. For multi dimensional and large scale data have different types of attributes to process and evaluate data 

based on different values in high amount of data. For efficient data processing to evaluate each attribute in separate 

manner to represent data in different factor with respect to returning of interest points in large scale data. So that in 

this paper, we present and develop novel Hybrid machine learning with sorting algorithm to evaluate data based on 

different attributes with respect to interest points from high amount of data. Sorting algorithm consists two basic 

steps in evolution of data, first step evaluates sorted positional index, second step exploits sorted positional index 

and then evaluate computational with selective and sequential data into table formation. Our implemented approach 

performs on real world UCI repository mostly used data sets with sorting to exploit results comparison of existing 

algorithms with respect to time, memory and table index evaluation for sorted data.  

Index Terms: Big Data Computation, Data Visualization, Multi-variant Attributes, Sorting, Interest Points 

and Positional Index.  

I. Introduction 

Data visualization [20] is the basic representation to evaluate structural and unstructured data into required 

presentation of data in different formats. Data evaluation is another task to represent data in visualization format 

with different scenarios with different attributes/ multi features from real world data sets. Thousands, hundreds of 

different viewpoint functions by monthly providing different details to assess multiple feature dimensions to handle 

in detail data implementation. Because of increasing rapid usage of big details in various applications, different 

writers suggested different association and category and clustering to assess high viewpoint details. Representation 

of data with respect to different styles and their changes parallel coordinate system is one of the approaches to form 

above requirements effectively. Some of the researchers and introduced to define effective details development with 

different node details presentation with same functions. Mainly our implementation approach consists 3 main data 

representation procedures in real time development, i.e. data representation based on overall topic with different 
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calculations on data outsourcing. Data type is the main consist process in data presentation with different data 

formats like audio, video and other formats in different structures. Data set implementation consist different social 

and other calculated data representation in details of data patterns. To measure likeness between features in 

information creation with connections then similar organize 5W solidity presentation not satisfied in information 

evaluation. For multi attributes data accessibility to form different data formats using Similarity Measure Centered 

with Multi Viewpoint (SMCMV)) for high dimensional data. For high dimensional and large scale data have 

different types of attributes to process and evaluate data based on different values in high amount of data. For 

efficient data processing to evaluate each attribute in separate manner to represent data in visualization factor with 

respect to returning of interest points in large scale data. We implement Hybrid machine learning with sorting 

algorithm to evaluate data based on different attributes with respect to interest points from high amount of data. 

Procedure of data presentation shown in figure 1. Our proposed approach consists basic sorting algorithm, this 

proposed algorithm consists two basic phases. In first phase, it explores positional index at each attribute in different 

format using mathematical & computational analysis. In second phase, exploits each sort based positional index to 

arrange data in table with sequential format.  

 

 

Figure 1. Data representation for unbalanced data in various formats. 

However, the most important idea for sorting algorithm is its pruning function. Compared with the categorized 

line data files are accessed to support classification based data retrieval mainly, the positional index of classification 

data catalog details is the components to accomplish data representation and decrease the applicant tuples 

significantly. Our approach consists following metrics: 

 Introduces a novel implemented sorting algorithm on enormous information, it can be use some little 

pre-constructed information structures to lessen I/O cost essentially.  

 The conduct investigation of sorted positional index is proposed to decide check profundity of the 

arranged positional record records.  

 We defines pruning activity on the hopeful arrangement of records in positional index, and the 

scientific examination for pruning is exhibited. 

 The trial comes about demonstrate that sorting has a high preferred standpoint over the current 

approaches. 
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Organization of this paper is as follows: section 2 describes about related work relates traditionally proposed 

research authors. Section 3 defines background approach to evaluate multi-attribute evaluation. Section 4 proposes 

hybrid machine learning approach implementation and design. Section 5 explores experimental results compare with 

traditional approach. Section 6 concludes overall conclusion. 

II. Related Work 

Kung et al. [23] propose an essential partition and vanquish calculation DD&C to process maximal vector issue, 

together with its hypothetical investigation. DD&C parts the contribution to two segments P1 and P2 by the middle 

along certain quality dp. 8t1 2 P1; 8t2 2 P2, we have t1:dp � t2:dp. DD&C is recursively executed on P1 and P2 

along the rest of the ascribes to get maximal vector comes about S1 and S2, separately. At that point DD&C 

consolidates S1 and S2 to restore the outcomes by disposing of the commanded vectors in S2. LD&C [3] and FLET 

[4] enhance DD&C. LD&C first does an essential separation and-overcome recursion, arbitrarily part the 

contribution to two segments. On the off chance that the created parcel is underneath the edge in estimate, LD&C 

specifically figures the outline consequences of the segment. Finally, LD&C conjures DD&C to combine the outline 

aftereffects of allotments. FLET first decides a virtual tuple t1 before execution. Amid filtering the information, any 

tuple overwhelmed by t1 is disposed of straightforwardly. In the event that there happens a tuple t2 that rules t1, t1 is 

supplanted by t2 and in the wake of filtering the information, FLET applies DD&C to process the outline aftereffects 

of the rest of the tuples. Something else, if there is no such tuple t2, FLET summons DD&C to figure outline on the 

whole info. Bo¨rzso¨nyi et al. [7] devise an outer partition and overcome calculation SD&C to manage outline 

question on extensive info. Bo¨rzso¨nyi et al. [7] create BNL calculation, which consecutively checks table and 

keeps up an arrangement of competitor outline brings about memory support. For each tuple t seen amid filtering, 

three cases are considered: 1) t is overwhelmed by a hopeful tuple in memory cradle, t is disposed of specifically; 2) 

t commands some hopeful tuples in memory cradle, these ruled tuples are expelled and t is embedded into memory 

cushion; and 3) t is unique with all tuples in memory cradle. In the event that there is sufficient room in memory 

cushion, p is embedded into memory cradle. Something else, p is composed to an impermanent document in plate. 

Toward the finish of filtering, the applicant outline tuples in memory cushion embedded before the transitory record 

is produced are a piece of outline, and the rest of the hopeful outline tuples need to contrast and the tuples in 

transitory document. Here, the transitory document is the information table and is handled as above. Chomicki et al. 

[12] devise a outline calculation SFS. Like BNL, SFS is likewise a multipass calculation and keeps up competitor 

outline tuples in memory cradle. In any case, SFS first sorts the table in certain request good with the outline criteria 

(arranging stage). At that point, amid examining the table, SFS plays out a comparative strength checking as BNL 

(outline channel stage). It is ensured for SFS that any applicant tuple is a piece of outline in the event that it is 

embedded into memory cushion. Accordingly, SFS has significantly less accounting overhead than BNL and is 

obtuse to how the table is requested initially. To entirety up, the present non specific outline calculations need to 

filter the whole table at any rate once to restore the outline comes about. On high information, the calculations will 

bring about high I/O cost. 
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III. Background Work 

This section describes the implementation procedure of background procedure i.e. Similarity Measure Centered 

with Multi Viewpoint (SMCMV) to define efficient data presentation in different dimensions with effective 

similarity measures between data objects. Multi view point similarity measure for structure documents as follows: 
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Compare two similar documents with attributes relations for all documents, multi cluster representation (si, 

sj) and MVS (si, sl), papers sj is similar to papers si than the other papers dl is, if and only if.  Development 

procedure of the MVS with similar attributes as show in following figure 3.  

 

Figure 2: Procedure MVS (multi view Similarity) in similarity matrix. 

Fig. 2. First of all, the external blend with different classification is calculated, each tuple calculated with ai 

of A, i = 1, . .   , n, if the happy couple of records si and sj, j = 1. . . n are in the same category, aij is 

measured with respect to defined range 10-12. Other onwards, sj is believed to be in si’s category, and aij is 

measured as in range 12. This is the similarity matrix procedure to define different attributes in data sets. 

To represent data with different sorted positional indexes based on different attributes, this procedure 

discussed in next section (which is extension of this approach). 
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IV. Proposed Approach 

This section discuss about design of proposed approach hybrid machine learning technique which consists 

sorting algorithm for positional index representation for high dimensional data. To evaluate efficient data evaluation 

based on data structure oriented sorting algorithm (overview of the sorting algorithm, pruning specification, 

implementation analysis).  

4.1. Sorting Algorithm Procedure  

 Arrange records in different positional indexes {PI} are built as follows: Initially table T is store as an 

arrangement of segment documents CS = fC1; C2; . . . ; CMg. Blueprint of every segment document Cj is Cj(PI;Aj) 

(1 )h L  ,here PI defines positional index of records of different elements at T and Aj is the relating 

characteristic estimation of T(PI). At that point, every segment document Cj is arranged in climbing request as 

indicated with array list Aj. Arranging just includes PI field of segment records, the PI esteems in segment 

documents are arranged records in positional index representation. We contrast the arranged records with positional 

index and the records utilized as a part of tree based calculations quickly. Arranging develops an arranged records in 

index list for each quality; just L records with unique PI’s are required. Arranging lessens the space overhead of 

information structures from exponential to straight. All the more vitally, the handling of arranging can cover all 

qualities, as opposed to constrained to a little and specific arrangement of property mixes in tree-based calculations. 

It is noticed that read/add just is a critical normal for enormous information, and refresh is performed in intermittent 

and cluster mode. In this way, arranged positional record records are worth pre-figuring and will be utilized over and 

over until the following refresh. Mostly available records with respect positional index to be inserted and compare 

different documents with multiple dimensionalities with newly generated data representation. And also our proposed 

algorithm consists two phases for sorting data with respect to positional index to arrange data in table with unique 

identification for attributes. In phase 1, let us consider 1 2{ , ,....., }outline mAS A A A  be the total data set with 

sorted positional index i.e. 1 2{ , ,.... }mLS L L L  then process of data out sourcing evaluation, sorting technique 

retrieves and then arrange data in positional index pi Planning technique tests Hash table (HT) defines different 

records with different positional indexes with hash key, in this record generation based on hash table representation. 

Based on positional index and other parameters presents in histogram formation. HT contains different positional 

indexes with key and id values. Updates HT with concurrence representation increased by one at every time. 

Procedure for effective positional index for data sources shown in figure 3, this procedure continuous until all the 

data stored in HT.   
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Figure 3. Different positional indexes based on sorting procedure. 

 In phase 2, retrieving different tuples with respect to table T based on positional index taking from hash 

table HT, sequential and selective data retrieval from hash table with respect to ascending or descending order based 

on I/O cost with respect to synthetic data sets.  

4.2. Algorithm Implementation 

 Sorting algorithm achieves quick performance with respect to positional index in between range of 

involved attribute list. Algorithm implementation for sorted positional index for different attributes present in real 

time data sets. This algorithm consists early pruning and late pruning to store different attributes in sequential 

arrangement of data item sets. Phase 1 performs to arrange data items in sorted positional index shown in algorithm  
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Algorithm 1. Proposed algorithm for sorting attributes with respect to positional index. 

 For each positional index categorization for data elements pi gets from Lj, sorting preserves the positional 

catalog of pi in Lj it-self in HT. At the end of stage 1, normal sorting procedure defines each tuple evaluation shown 

in algorithm 1. It defines all user positional indexes for different records with corresponding column partitioning are 

defined with different positional index calculations. Arranging recovers L1; L2; . . . ; Lm in different scheduling 

scenario form at every hopeful positional list found in stage 1. The hopefuls which can't be pruned are kept up in 

HT. The recovery procedure proceeds until piall happens. In the event that the measure of hopeful positional records 

surpasses as far as possible in memory cradle, the preparing in LARA [15] is received to blend hash table by 

utilization of circle as trade space. Toward the finish of stage 1, late pruning storages each tuple on HT. Next, 

Sorting enters stage 2 and recovers different rows with the predetermined positional files acquired in stage 1. Here, 

the current outer horizon calculation is summoned to return proposed outline results. Next section describes about 

experimental evaluation with data presentation for different attributes. 

V. Experimental Setup 

To assess execution of sorting, we actualize it in Java with jdk-6u20-windows-x64. The analyses are executed 

on windows platform with different configurations in real time environment. The utilized information is put away in 

Seagate Barracuda LP ST32000542AS (2TB). The investigations are executed on three informational indexes: two 

manufactured information sets (uniform appropriation and corresponded circulation) and a genuine informational 

index. In this section, we compare both SMCMV and our proposed approach i.e Hybrid Machine learning with 

respect to different data values in terms of time, memory and CPU utilization for multi-attribute evaluation in real 
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time scenario.  CPU utilization for different attributes with different values in real time data sets shown in following 

figure 4 and table 1 with different presentations.  

No. of 

Datasets 

CPU Utilization Memory Utilization Time Efficiency 

 Hybrid 

Learning 

SMCMV Hybrid 

Learning 

SMCMV Hybrid 

Learning 

SMCMV 

10 25 35 
2457 3457 9 

13 

20 34 55 
2857 4587 12 

22 

30 42 65 
3568 7458 18 

33 

40 64 85 
6245 10524 20 

42 

60 76 95 
9526 22563 24 

53 

70 89 110 
11256 32145 32 

68 

Table 1. Different values for different attributes for processing data sets. 

 

Figure 4. Effective of correlated attributes with respect to real synthetic data. 
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 Developed experimental shows the execution of proposed hybrid learning with different calculations. It 

ought to be noticed that it follow different tree calculations are considered to require building large number of files 

to define different dimensions with different attributes, which is fairly troublesome (if certainly feasible). In the 

investigation, we sort the table as per the utilized horizon criteria and by and by, the use of tree calculations is truly 

restricted. Fundamentally, hybrid learning uses substantially littler and more useful information structures to 

accomplish an execution practically identical to tree-based calculations. 

VI. Conclusion 

We consider the calculation part of data processing and data visualization on large scale amount of data. It is 

analyzed current data visualization techniques do not perform on high dimensional data effectively. For that, in this 

paper, we propose and develop hybrid learning approach (which consists classification and sorting) is to reduce 

input and output cost sequentially for multi attribute based data processing. Our proposed hybrid learning approach 

consists two major stages to process & visualize data, in phase 1, our approach retrieve each sorted positional index 

data. In phase 2, our approach continuously perform selective data from table and arrange in hash table, for this 

aspect our approach performs early  & late pruning procedures to present data in different ways. Finally 

experimental results show that proposed approach have significant advantage when compare to traditional 

approaches. Further improvement of our proposed approach is to extend and support for high dimensional data, 

which we increase the attributes and also perform redundant problem in data processing for data visualization for 

high dimensional data. 
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